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Problem Statement

 A traditional projector works with very many restrictions. Such as, only 
projecting in one direction.

 BIG, BULKY, and HEAVY!!

 More challenging to supply power to.

 Extremely costly.



Problem Justification/Solution

 Build a small, homemade LED projector with using components from a MP4 
player.

 Eliminates restrictions, weight, size, and the issue of power supply. 

 This projector can be put in various amount of areas to project almost 
anywhere.

 Can be placed on a tripod for steady projection. 

 A small battery or power cord will be the easiest way to supply the power.

 The size of the projector can be determined by the designer.



Materials

 LED strips and resistors

 MP4 Player

 Small fan

 Aluminum strips

 Magnifying lens

 Fresnel lens

 Projector box

 Power charging cord

 Tripod



Assembled Materials



Design Process

 Rough sketches regarding the size of the projector played a role.

 A small 4x6 projector box was made with a 3D printer in the lab.

 Aluminum strips wrapped with LED and resistors to enable the lighting.

 MP4 Player LCD screen was dis-assembled in order to have the ability to 
project picture. 

 Fresnel lens was used to straighten out the lighting from The LED to have a clear 
picture.

 Magnifying lens on the front of the projector was to magnify the image coming 
from the LCD screen.

 A small fan attached to the back of the projector box was installed to cool 
down the wires and avoid over heating. 



Issues Regarding Design

 LEDS on the circuit board were not providing light. Therefore, we needed 
to attach aluminum strips to the LED resistors in order for the light to turn on.

 LCD from the MP4 player was poor quality which resulted in a couple wires 
tearing.

 Magnifying lens was too large for the projector box. 

 Late shipment of materials.

 3D printer jam error when printing out the projector box.



Testing Procedure

 Connecting LED strips to the aluminum strips and resistors.

 Using a power charger cord to turn on the LED lights.

 Install the Fresnel lens in front of the LED lights to straighten out the lighting.

 Install picture/video on the SD card that is in the LCD to play the video you 
choose. 



Conclusion and Recommendation

 As a whole, the mini projector had a well thought out plan an procedure for it 
to work. However, several components played a factor in disabling the ability 
for it to project correctly. 

 We would recommend that you use a higher quality LCD, exact dimensions 
that fit your materials, and a smaller power charging code.

 Install more LED strips to provide more lighting and to have the perfect sized 
lenses to get a full clear image. 

 Attach the mini projector to a tripod in order to project picture/video in all 
different directions in which you desire.




